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Anonymous Feedback for Organizations with over 50 employees >>>

Quick Pulse: Regularly find out what your organization really thinks.
Rapid Peer Reviews: Enhance periodic and formal reviews with regular, quick, and actionable feedback.
Team Feedback: Learn about your team's strengths and weaknesses.
Anonymity assured.
Individuals and Consultants >>>
Templates and suggested questions for proactive feedback.
 Fast-Track Professional Growth: Reach your personal goals faster with quick,
Price: $3-7 per employee user per month, $100 minimum.
actionable feedback from trusted colleagues, mentors and other advisers.

Ownership means it can be used by employees at multiple jobs and throughout
Idea Generation by Employee or Customers >>>
one’s career.
 Decision Support: Make informed decisions based on
 Owner can select automatic feedback to be sent via email, weekly, etc.
your advisers' honest and actionable feedback.
 Price: $39.95 annually.
 Owner controls BOTH anonymity and accessibility.
 Price: $15 per month.







HR Departments and Organizations with under 50 employees >>>

 Hear what your employees are thinking and saying to each other so you can

Publicly Visible Feedback >>>

enhance your employee engagement.
 Feedback can be anonymous or identified.
 HR Document upload.
 Price: $29-$59 per month.

 Understand what your customers are thinking so
you can protect, defend, and grow your market
share and revenue.
 Publicly visible.
 Price: Free for Feedback,com users and for single
location businesses.

Use feedback tools only when you’re ready to >>>
Increase productivity
Increase creativity
Improve efficiency
Decrease conflict
Improve service
Improve the bottom line

Streamline processes
Improve delegation
Uncover training needs
Increase sales
Develop new skills
Be accountable for your growth

Departments and Managers >>>

 Multiple options; call 818-478-8211 today to find out which is right for you.



Gathering actionable feedback should not be relegated to annual employee surveys or performance reviews.



Discover how feedback tools can be adapted to any organization’s, manager’s or individual’s needs.



Which product is best for you? Contact us today at 818-478-8211 or email info@suggestionguru.com to set up
a free, 30-minute consultation. W e know the questions to ask to determine which tools fit best with your goals
and environment so we can get you moving forward quickly to start reaping the benefits of feedback.



ENJOY REWARDS AND DISCOUNTS WHEN YOU PURCHASE THROUGH SUGGESTION GURU.

Find the Feedback Tool that’s right for you!
Contact us today! >>>
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